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              NSF SAGE ingests, curates, and distributes geoscience data

              NSF SAGE provides management of, and access to, observed and derived data for the global earth science community.

              This includes ground motion, atmospheric, infrasonic, magnetotelluric, strain, hydrological, and hydroacoustic data.
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              NSF SAGE operates, provides, and maintains geoscience instrumentation

              NSF SAGE facilitates seismological and geophysical research by operating and maintaining open geophysical networks and providing portable instrumentation for user-driven experiments.

              Instrumentation support includes engineering services, training, logistics, and best practices in equipment usage.

              All data collected with NSF SAGE instrumentation are made freely and openly available.
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              NSF SAGE provides a wide range of education, workforce, and outreach resources

              Our mission is to advance awareness and understanding of seismology and earth science while inspiring careers in geophysics.
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            Science Highlights


Look to the Future


The 2010 Workshop celebrated 25 years of accomplishments, based largely on facilities envisioned when IRIS was created. With the merging in 2013 of the Cooperative Agreements for core programs and USArray, the IRIS community has a special opportunity to reevaluate and possibly realign the facilities as we look forward to the future of cooperative seismology during the next 25 years.


Science Accomplishments and Vision


The IRIS Workshop continues to serve as a forum at the cutting edge of Earth science that is unique for focusing on seismological contributions yet still covers of the full breadth of our discipline. Research enabled by IRIS facilities contributes to our understanding of:


	The effect of temperature, composition, and internal boundaries on mantle and core dynamics and the changing morphology of our living environment, and the evolution of the lithosphere and plate boundary systems over Earth history.
	The relationship between stress, strain, and deformation as exhibited through earthquakes, slow slip, volcanic eruptions and movement of fluids within the crust.
	The relationship of Earth structure and dynamics to the distribution of resources and hazards, and the system response to anthropogenic forcing.
	The interaction of atmospheric, oceanic, cryospheric, and volcanic processes with the solid Earth.



Five-Year Proposal


The Workshop is an opportunity for the community to learn about the status of the proposal, provide valuable input for the submission, prepare for the review and response process, and plan for the next Cooperative Agreement.


IRIS Management


This is the first Workshop since IRIS management was reorganized into "Instrument Services", "Data Services", and "Education and Public Outreach". The Board of Directors and IRIS staff members plan to talk with Workshop participants about using the new management structure to ensure community engagement in IRIS activities.


IRIS Facility Activities


New IRIS activities since the 2010 Workshop include OBS-IP Management Office, RAMP and MRI station installations in Chile, and planning for TA stations in Alaska. Activities that have matured since 2010 include Polar Support (including GLISN) and International Development Seismology. There are also important developments in longer-standing IRIS activities — GSN, PASSCAL, DMS, EPO, TA, FA, & MT. There will be talks on research facilitated by many of these activities. In addition, Program Managers, Standing and Advisory Committees, and Working Groups are encouraged to organize SIGs and a section in the poster hall to highlight facility activities.


Plenary Sessions


The Workshop kicks-off at 8am on Wednesday, June 13 and adjourns with an early evening BBQ on Friday, June 15.


The plenary sessions have been organized to build towards the theme of looking far ahead.


Recent Science Drivers and Enablers, Rick Aster and Don Forsyth

What lessons can be learned about facilitating advances from recent past? "Drivers" refers to the scientific challenges and the needs of broader society that drove the geophysical community to take certain directions. "Enablers" refers to technological or other developments that were available to anyone but taken advantage of by geophysicists. Have there been important advances when there was only a driver or only an enabler? Or, have drivers in the absence required enablers led geophysicists to butt their collective heads against a wall? And, in the absence of a relevant driver, have new technologies been distractions rather than enablers of important new science?


	Michael H. Ritzwoller, "Once upon a Time on USArray"
	Brandon Schmandt, "Community-Driven Data Collection and an Evolving View of Lithospheric Structure and Dynamics"
	Mike Brudzinski, "New Insight into Episodic Tremor and Slip from Improved Recording Networks"
	Mark Benthien, "Shakeouts, Scenarios, and Advances in Public Awareness and Planning"



Imagine ... Anticipated Science to Meet New Challenges, John Vidale and Anne Sheehan

What new scientific directions might address "Seismological Grand Challenges in Understanding Earth's Dynamic Systems"? The organizers and speakers are asked to envision outcomes from innovative research. The 2009 "Challenges" report detailed many drivers and listed some enablers for geophysics. The 2011 NRC report on "New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences" in late 2011 is broader and will be an important guide for NSF as plans its support of the Earth sciences in the next decade. In order to help us address the challenges more quickly or directly, can we imagine what researchers will be accomplishing at least five or ten years from now?


	Kelin Wang, "Seismology Beyond Seismic Waves: The Way Forward in the Study of Subduction Earthquakes"
	Meredith Nettles, "Seismic Studies of the Cryosphere, Atmosphere, and Oceans"
	Matt Haney, "The Detection of Small, Time-Varying Crustal Properties: Diving into the Seismic Dumpster for Treasure"
	Greg Beroza, "Faulting from First Principles"



New Technology and Media, Bob Nigbor and Elizabeth Cochran

What developments outside of Earth science are likely to facilitate new discoveries? We are all generally aware of "Moore's Law", but can we foresee how such change will impact how we will collect, process, and visualize data? Are there particular ways that broader society is building on exponentially improving computing and communications capabilities that can be adapted for geophysical research? Are there developments apart from IT that could be enablers?


	James Stasiak, "CeNSE - Hewlett-Packard’s Central Nervous System for the Earth"
	Adam T. Ringler, "Where We Were, Are, and Hope to Go with Ground Motion Recording Systems"
	Frank Vernon, "Communications Enabling the Next Generation of Seismic Systems"
	Dan Fay, "Communicating and Advancing Environmental Understanding"



Facilities for the Next Twenty-Five Years, Richard Allen and Jim Gaherty

What facilities are needed in light of anticipated science and new technology? By the time that we reach the concluding plenary session, the Workshop participants will have reviewed what facilitated recent scientific success, imagined scientific endeavors in response to contemporary drivers, and considered enablers for that science. How will it all be put together? Are there important ways in which existing facilities must be adapted? Are there entirely new facilities that could expedite use of important enablers in geophysical research?


	Jesse F. Lawrence, "Cyber-Social-Seismic Networks"
	Rick Aster, "The Future of Temporary Deployments"
	Gabi Laske, "Ocean Bottom Seismology: Past, Present and Future"
	Jeroen Tromp, "Computational Resources for Seismology"



Posters,Special Interest Groups & Pre-Workshop Symposia


Posters and Science Highlights


Poster boards are 8' wide x 4' high and will remain up throughout the meeting. Poster assignment information will be available at the Registration table in Meadow Lobby beginning at 3pm on Tuesday, June 12. You may begin to hang posters after 3:00pm on Tuesday. Posters need to be removed by 2:00pm on Friday.


Workshop participants are encouraged to submit Science Highlights and present posters on IRIS-facilitated research and on topics related to the oral plenary sessions. Posters will be displayed in the ballroom at the Convention Center, which is large enough for all of the posters to remain up for the entire Workshop. Break refreshments will be served in the ballroom and the agenda will include times devoted exclusively to poster presentations. Posters on related topics will be clustered and scheduled for authors to be available for discussion at the same time.


To present a poster at the 2012 IRIS Workshop, you must submit a Science Highlight by May 4. IRIS will use the Science Highlight title and author information for the poster information to be published in the Workshop program.


The Science Highlights will also be stored and prominentaly displayed from IRIS' homepage, presenting an opportunity to share with all the broad and exciting body of work produced by the IRIS community. This virtual archive will serve as a resource to peers within the geoscience community, science directors at the National Science Foundation, and the general public. We encourage members of the IRIS community to contribute scientific, educational and outreach highlights to our gallery of IRIS-enabled accomplishments.


Special Interest Group (SIG) Meetings


Wednesday


Next-Generation Instrumentation for Portable Seismology - Seth Moran, James Gridley

While the IRIS 2013-2018 proposal includes a commitment to sustaining the existing PASSCAL and USArray pools of broadband, Texan, and multichannel sensor/digitizer packages, the portable pool also has limitations in terms of the types of experiments it can support. In this SIG we will discuss the science drivers for a new style of experiment involving tight spatial arrays of large numbers (“Large N”) of intermediate-period (10-30s) sensors. Presentations will include summaries of discussions to date and preliminary results from an ongoing trade study, followed by community discussion of objectives and requirements.


Resources for Undergraduate Teaching in Seismology - Maggie Benoit & Michael Hubenthal

What are the latest curricular materials available to teach seismology at a variety of undergraduate levels? What topics or resources (e.g. software, DMS tools, data sets) would you like to see developed into activities for your students? This SIG will include an overview of some of the most recently developed activities designed to be integrated into your existing courses, while also conveying the latest seismological research to your students. This will be followed by a discussion focused on eliciting feedback regarding new curricular activities that will be developed through both IRIS and the Pearson Higher Ed group. This is your chance to have an impact on the materials that will be available in the future.


GSN Data Quality - Kent Anderson, Tim Ahern

The GSN network is two years into a major quality initiative to improve the state of the GSN dataset. This work has included the continued upgrade to the GSN field systems and infrastructure, calibration of the GSN seismometers, review and update to the station metadata, and the implementation of an updated Quality Assurance System to identify, document, rectify and report data issues to the network operators and the GSN data user community. In conjunction with the GSN effort, the DMS is revamping its data quality tools to improve and expand the metrics available to assess the quality of the overall IRIS data holdings. This SIG will provide an update to both the GSN Quality Assurance System and the DMS Quality assessment tool development.


Thursday


Global Array of BroadBand Arrays (GABBA) - Chuck Ammon, Thorne Lay, Keith Koper

Important research questions related to Earth's deep interior and complex earthquake faulting processes are difficult to resolve with present day configurations of global seismic networks. However, significant progress can be made using medium-aperture (150 km x 150 km to 300 km x 300 km) broadband arrays, if the number of such arrays around the world with strategic locations can be increased, with operational lifetimes of a decade or more. This SIG will explore this concept for expansion of IRIS instrumentation supporting global seismology, recognizing that strong international partnerships will be essential to achieving a system with on the order of 10 GABBA nodes around the world. We invite short contributions on research applications that have utilized current broadband arrays and dense networks of stations (from regional networks, PASSCAL deployments, etc.) of dimensions comparable to the GABBA notion, as well as contributions on complementary value of deploying additional short-period arrays around the world. We also seek to identify a GABBA working group that can advance this concept and serve as a workshop steering committee that IRIS may support in the Fall of 2012 to explore development of a proposal to augment global seismic observations with GABBA.


Seismo-Acoustics - Brian Stump, Michael Hedlin, Stephen Arrowsmith

With the addition of both barometers and infrasound gauges to the Transportable Array a rich source of atmospheric pressure data is now available in consort with seismic data. These data are providing the ability to study sources of both seismic and acoustic energy such as shallow earthquakes, ocean storms as well as man made sources such as explosions. The data provide the opportunity to not only characterize these sources but also quantify the time varying nature of the atmosphere as well as constrain sources in the atmosphere that primarily generate pressure waves. The stations provide data for the study of coupling across a very broad frequency band between the atmosphere and the solid Earth. We will review the current opportunities that exist for combining seismic and pressure data for studying not only sources of these waves but also for characterizing the atmosphere as a function of time.


Early Career Investigators - Danielle Sumy, Harmony Colella, Andy Frassetto

New faculty members and researchers have commitments spread across research, teaching, service, student advising, family, etc. This SIG meeting will be split into two parts. First, a panel of seasoned members of the community will profile their career paths and be available to answer questions from early career scientists. Second, we will review the current resources available to assist early career development and discuss ideas for their improvement. This SIG will serve as a formal beginning to the IRIS Early Career Investigator (ECI) Program, a community where we can foster collaboration and openly (and freely) discuss ways to overcome common challenges. We encourage all members of the IRIS community to attend and participate in this SIG. Perspectives and mentorship from more senior members of the IRIS community are particularly welcomed. For more ECI information, please visit: www.iris.edu/hq/eci.


Solid Earth Science Computational Facility - Jeroen Tromp, Alan Levander, Artie Rodgers, Louise Kellogg

With dramatic increases in the quality and quantity of geophysical data and the availability of sophisticated open-source numerical modeling tools, there is a need for a Solid Earth Science high performance computing facility. As examples, USArray and similarly dense international arrays are providing seismologists with a tsunami of new data. Data analysis is keeping up with data acquisition only for the computationally simplest analysis methods, as even computationally modest analysis is often still labor intensive. Imaging/modeling with this data requires powerful numerical modeling tools, automation of routine analysis tasks, and high-performance computing facilities, without which the power of these arrays as observational platforms for deciphering North American structure may never be realized. Such a facility was envisioned in the first IRIS proposal as long ago as 1984. Hardware structure, machine access and scheduling policies in such a facility would reflect the research, education, and training needs of the solid Earth community – thereby enabling rapid major advances in this vibrant area of research.


Friday


Synergies in Seismology between GeoPRISMS and EarthScope - Susan Schwartz, Maggie Benoit, Cliff Thurber

The GeoPRISMS Program, successor to MARGINS, offers near-term opportunities for interdisciplinary onshore-offshore investigations at three US continental margins: Alaska-Aleutians Subduction Zone, Cascadia Subduction Zone, and Eastern North American, and eventually, also in East Africa and New Zealand. Recent community planning workshops for the three US settings, jointly sponsored by GeoPRISMS and EarthScope, outlined the scientific targets and research priorities for each setting, defining research opportunities in seismology and associated interdisciplinary studies. We will review the community-developed implementation plans for these three primary sites, with emphasis on opportunities for the IRIS community, and entertain open discussions about specific projects and collaborations designed to achieve the scientific objectives of the program.


Citizen Science in Seismology - Elizabeth Cochran and Richard Allen

The general public has been enlisted to help with seismology research and hazards mitigation in a variety of projects, ranging from the well-established such as Did You Feel It, to developing monitoring programs such as the Quake Catcher Network, to novel uses of social media. Some projects ask for volunteers to host sensors, while other go door-to-door with specific requests. This SIG will include presentations from some of the groups that count on public involvement, followed by discussion of lessons learned and strategies to engage the public in future projects.


International Development Seismology - What, Where, and How? - Susan Beck, Jay Pulliam

Scientific engagement in developing parts of the world presents the university community with unique challenges and exciting opportunities to directly impact society in ways that complement their fundamental research activities. In addition, scientists conducting research in developing countries have the opportunity to become true global scholars, sharing the excitement and intellectual resources of the scientific quest with local partners. While these experiences can be quite rewarding, sustaining their impetus often requires creative schemes, particularly to harness the necessary financial resources. Over the past few years, IRIS IDS has begun the exploration of these issues and the most effective ways to address them. We invite all members of the IRIS community, at any career stage to share their experiences, opinions, and recommendations for how to make global social responsibility an integral part of our exciting international seismology.


Data Products - Chad Trabant, Tim Ahern

A discussion of data products that are or could be produced by the IRIS DMC and used by the community to aid in research. IRIS staff will give an overview of existing data products currently produced at the DMC. The DMC's product effort is community driven; this is an opportunity for direct feedback with a focus on future data products. For a list of the currently data produced products including information on future products please visit: http://www.iris.edu/dms/products/


Pre-Workshop Symposia


Where individuals are prepared to make a greater effort to address an important need, a half-day or full-day symposium just before and after the IRIS Workshop can be an opportunity to delve deeply into a particular area. Suggestions for additional symposia that link facility activities with research or education projects are welcome, but those planned at this time are:


	DMS Short Course: Web Services
	Educational Affiliates Meeting
	OBS-IP Short Course for First-Time Users


          

          
            Travel & Lodging


	
	Registration is Now Closed

	
	Meeting Venue
	Hotel Booking Information
	Airport & Ground Transportation Information
	Travel and Lodging Reimbursement Policies
		Members of the Board of Directors and Program Committees
	Speakers at Plenary Sessions
	Representatives of IRIS Voting Member Institutions
	Students and Postdoctoral Fellows
	Policies Applicable to All Participants


	



 


[bookmark: meeting_venue]Meeting Venue


Plenary sessions, poster sessions, special interest group meetings (SIGs), and pre-Workshop symposia will all be held in the Boise Centre on The Grove, located in downtown Boise. The Workshop consists of three full days, beginning on Wednesday, June 13 and ending with an afternoon field trip and off-site dinner on Friday, June 15. Pre-Workshop symposia will be held on Tuesday, June 12.


http://boisecentre.com/


[bookmark: lodging]Lodging Reservation Deadline is Monday, May 21


One Block from Boise Centre on The Grove:


The Grove Hotel

245 S. Capitol Blvd

Boise, Idaho 83702

http://www.grovehotelboise.com


	Standard Group Rate: $112/night
		Online Reservations

		Group Code: IRISC
	Phone Reservations: 888-961-5000

		Reference: IRIS Corporate Rate


	



	Government Group Rate: $77/night
		Online Reservations

		Group Code: IRISG
	Phone Reservations: 888-961-5000

		Reference: IRIS Government Rate


	



Three Blocks from Boise Centre on The Grove:


Hampton Inn & Suites

495 S. Capitol Blvd

Boise, Idaho 83702

 http://hamptoninn.hilton.com/en/hp/groups/personalized/B/BOIDNHX-IRS-20120611/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG


	Group Rate: $114/night
		Phone Reservations: 208-331-1900

		Group Code: IRIS


	



[bookmark: airport]Airport & Ground Transportation Information


Boise Airport (BOI) is 4 miles from both hotels and the Boise Centre. The airport services five airlines:


Alaska Airlines

Delta Airlines

Southwest Airlines

United Airlines

USAir


More Information can be obtained here (http://www.iflyboise.com/)


Shuttle Service: Complimentary

Both hotels offer complimentary shuttle service. Look for the hotel board near the baggage claim area. Search for your hotel, push the hotel button, and a shuttle will be called for pick-up. Please check-in with your hotel concierge to secure shuttle service for your return trip to the airport.


Taxi fare: $15


[bookmark: travel]Travel and Lodging Reimbursement Policies


Our biennial Workshop is a unique opportunity for the IRIS community to convene for inclusive discussion of recent research, facilities, NSF priorities, and plans. IRIS helps to defray expenses in order to ensure broad participation in this conversation.


REGISTRATION FEES ARE A NON-REIMBURSABLE EXPENSE FOR ALL CATEGORIES


[bookmark: members]Members of the Board of Directors and Program Committees


IRIS will reimburse members of the IRIS Board of Directors and voting members of the four Program Standing Committees for the cost of their own lodging during the Workshop and their own travel, up to a maximum of $500.


[bookmark: speakers]Speakers at Plenary Sessions


IRIS will reimburse speakers at Plenary Sessions for the cost of their own lodging during the Workshop and their own travel, up to a maximum of $500. Organizing a plenary session, or organizing or speaking at a SIG meeting does not qualify a participant for reimbursement of any expenses.


[bookmark: reps]Representatives of IRIS Voting Member Institutions


For each Voting Member of the Consortium that is not represented at the Workshop by a member of the Board of Directors, a member of one of the four Program Standing Committees, or a speaker at a Plenary Session, IRIS will reimburse one representative for the cost of their own lodging during the Workshop. Voting Member Representatives are responsible for the cost of their own travel. Voting Members of the Consortium are encouraged to use this support for a junior faculty member who might not otherwise be able to participate in the Workshop.


[bookmark: students]Students and Postdoctoral Fellows


Subject to individual approval in advance of the workshop, IRIS will pay the cost of lodging in a shared double room during the Workshop and reimburse the cost of their travel, up to a maximum of $500, for a limited number of students and post-docs. Normally, no more than one person is supported in this category from each Voting Member of the Consortium. IRIS will reserve rooms and assign roommates for approved students and post-docs. Supported students and post-docs who choose not to share a room may contact IRIS to make arrangements for a single room, at the individual’s expense in excess of the shared room rate.


[bookmark: policies]Policies Applicable to All Participants


Every participant is responsible to register for the Workshop and field trips before the deadline and must pay the Workshop and field trip fees.


Every participant is individually responsible for expenses except where reimbursement is explicitly offered above. Every participant is responsible for travel expenses in excess of $500, expenses for travel in first or business class or on non-U.S. carriers, lodging for accompanying persons, and lodging before or after the Workshop.


Except for supported students and post-docs, every participant is responsible for making their own lodging reservation.


Every registered participant and registered accompanying person is welcome at all group meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner, and breaks) throughout the Workshop. Qualified participants will receive reimbursement after submitting an IRIS expense form and receipts within one month after the Workshop


Contact


If you have any questions or comments regarding the science program please contact a member of the Science Program Committee:


	Susan Bilek

			New Mexico Tech

			Socorro, NM

			sbilek@nmt.edu	John Hole

			Virginia Tech

			Blacksburg, VA

			hole@vt.edu	Lee Liberty

			Boise State University

			Boise, ID

			lliberty@boisestate.edu



If you have any questions or comments regarding the meeting please contact:


Mary Baranowski

1200 New York Avenue, NW Suite 400

Washington, DC 20005


Mary.Baranowski@iris.edu

Phone: 202-682-2220, Ext. 116

Fax: 202.682.0633

          

          
            Presentations from the plenary sessions are posted next to the title of talk and can be downloaded as a .pdf document.


View the updated participant list here.


WEDNESDAY, June 13


	7:30am Breakfast & Registration
	8:30am Welcomes
	9:00am Planary Session: Recent Science Drivers and Enablers - Rick Aster, Don Forsyth
		Mike Ritzwoller, "Once upon a Time in USArray" Download
	Brandon Schmandt, "Community-Driven Data Collection and an Evolving View of Lithospheric Structure and Dynamics" Download
	Mike Brudzinski, "New Insight into Episodic Tremor and Slip from Improved recording Networks" Download
	Mark Benthien, "Shakeouts, Scenarios, And Advances in Public Awareness and Planning" Download


	
	11:00am Coffee break
	11:30am Special Interest Group Meetings (concurrent)
	
		Next-Generation Instrumentaion for Portable Seismology - Seth Moran, James Gridley
	Resources for Undergraduate teaching in Seismology - Maggie Benoit, Michael Hubenthal
	GSN Data Quality - Kent Anderson, Tim Ahern


	
	1:00pm Lunch
	2:00pm Poster Sessions
	3:30pm Coffee Break
	4:00pm Discussion Session: The IRIS Proposal for 2013-2018 - Brian Stump, David Simpson, Matt Fouch, John Hole
	5:30pm Cash Bar
	6:00pm Group Dinner



THURSDAY, June 14


	7:30am Breakfast & Registration
	8:30am Plenary Session: Imagine ... Anticipated Science to Meet New Challenges - John Vidale, Anne Sheehan
		Kelin Wang, “Seismology Beyond Seismic Waves: The Way Forward in the Study of Subduction Earthquakes” Download
	Meredith Nettles, “Seismic Studies of the Cryosphere, Atmosphere, and Oceans” Download
	Matt Haney, “The Detection of Small, Time-Varying Crustal Properties: Diving into the Seismic Dumpster for Treasure” Download
	Greg Beroza, “Faulting from First Principles” Download


	
	10:30am Coffee Break
	11:00am Special Interest Group Meetings (concurrent)
		Global Array of BroadBand Arrays (GABBA) - Chuck Ammon, Thorne Lay, Keith Koper
	Seismo-Acoustics - Brian Stump, Michael Hedlin, Stephen Arrowsmith
	Early Career Investigators - Danielle Sumy, Harmony Colella, Andy Frassetto
	Solid Earth Science Computational Facility - Jeroen Tromp, Alan Levander, Artie Rodgers, Louise Kellogg


	
	12:30pm Lunch
	1:30pm Poster Sessions
	3:00pm Coffee Break
	3:30pm Plenary Session: New Technology and Media - Bob Nigbor, Elizabeth Cochran
		James Stasiak, “CeNSE - Hewlett-Packard’s Central Nervous System for the Earth”
	Adam Ringler, “Where We Were, Are, and Hope to Go with Ground Motion Recording Systems” Download
	Frank Vernon, “Communications Enabling the Next Generation of Seismic Systems” Download
	Dan Fay, “Communicating and Advancing Environmental Understanding” Download


	
	5:30pm Cash Bar
	6:00pm Group Dinner



FRIDAY, June 15


	7:30am Breakfast
	8:30am Plenary Session: Facilities for the Next 25 Years - Richard Allen, Jim Gaherty
		Jesse Lawrence, “Cyber-Social-Seismic Networks” Download
	Rick Aster, “The Future of Temporary Deployments” Download
	Gabi Laske, “Ocean Bottom Seismology: Past, Present and Future” Download
	Jeroen Tromp, “Computational Resources for Seismology” Download


	
	10:30am Coffee Break
	11:00am Discussion Session: The Next Big Thing - Anne Meltzer, Jeroen Tromp, Bob Woodward, Bob Busby
	12:30pm Lunch
	1:30pm Field Trip: Boise Geothermal Heating System
	1:30pm Special Interest Group Meetings (concurrent)
		Synergies in Seismology between GeoPRISMS and EarthScope - Susan Schwartz, Maggie Benoit, Cliff Thurber
	Citizen Science in Seismology - Elizabeth Cochran, Richard Allen
	International Development Seismology - What, Where, and How? - Susan Beck, Jay Pulliam
	Data Products - Chad Trabant, Tim Ahern


	
	Beer and Barbeque at "The Ram"
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                  	Last Name	First Name	Institution
	Abatchev	Zagid	University of California, Los Angeles 
	Abers	Geoff	Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University 
	Aderhold	Kasey	Boston University 
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